Progress toward the cloning of CLN6, the gene underlying a variant LINCL.
Marked clinical heterogeneity is seen in the late-infantile subtype of NCL (LINCL), complicating genetic analysis. In addition to the classical subtype, encoded by CLN2 on chromosome 11p15.5, several variant subtypes have also been described. In this paper, we report our progress in cloning a variant LINCL gene mapped in a small group of Costa Rican families. Clinically, these patients appear similar to classical LINCL patients, except onset of the disease is delayed and the course is milder. Extended haplotype analysis confirms the localization of this gene to chromosome 15q21-22, where CLN6 has also been mapped. Using now-standard positional cloning techniques, we have developed a physical map of our candidate region. These clones have been used to order genetic markers, STSs, and ESTs in this region and will be used for the identification of the disease gene transcript.